MEDI-PHYSICS' Daily is like having your own radiopharmacist and cyclotron.
You should be able to get radiopharmaceuticals reliably, any time, and on short notice.

Medi+Physics has developed a network of service laboratories throughout the country. They can deliver the radiopharmaceuticals you need in a day or less.

Now you can order late today and receive shipment by tomorrow morning. And for most of the U.S., deliveries are made by dependable, surface transportation.

Result—better service than ever on your radiopharmaceutical requirements. Call the Medi+Physics laboratory nearest you.

San Francisco (415) 658-2184
(Emeryville)

Chicago (312) 521-5444
(Rosemont, Ill.)

Miami (305) 888-4521
(Hialeah)

Los Angeles (213) 245-5751
(Glendale)

New York / New Jersey (201) 757-0500
(S. Plainfield, NJ)

Houston (713) 482-7535
(Friendswood)

Dallas (214) 636-6763

Atlanta (404) 696-1044
CINE 200: The image-data processor for cameras and scanners that speaks your language.

Acquisition, recall and processing operations — all on a single console — with single-button, clearly-labeled controls. This unique CINE 200 feature allows rapid selection of parameters and functions without the use of a teletype or similar I/O device. Elimination of computer access codes permits ordinary language operation by any radioisotope technologist.

Specifically designed for use with any Anger-type gamma camera or rectilinear scanner, CINE 200 provides simultaneous acquisition from two imaging devices — or simultaneous acquisition and processing. And it's priced within your budget.

CINE 200 from Intertechnique — just about the most versatile image-data processor ever developed. Sold and serviced in the U.S. exclusively by Raytheon Company. For complete information, contact Raytheon Company, Medical Electronics, Fourth Avenue, Burlington, Massachusetts 01803. 617-272-7270.
The NEN Stannous Glucoheptonate Kit provides lyophilized stannous glucoheptonate to be used in preparing technetium Tc 99m stannous glucoheptonate agent by the injection of technetium pertechnetate sodium Tc 99m. The resulting diagnostic agent, upon intravenous administration, is being studied for its usefulness for kidney and brain imaging and perfusion studies.

☐ Send for additional information

Name_______________________________
Affiliation_________________________
Address___________________________ Zip ____________
Toshiba's Jumbo Gammacamera, model GCA-202, has an effective field of view 350mm in diameter. Other features include:

* The ability to image a large organ alone or in combination with smaller organs.
* No divergent collimator is needed.
* Images with high resolution and sensitivity without distortion.

The Jumbo Gammacamera and its Whole Body Adaptor make whole-body-imaging possible in only ten minutes. Other advantages:

* You get more time for other tests and diagnosis.
* More accurate diagnosis.
* Patients don’t have to go through time-consuming examinations.

TOSHIBA
TOKYO SHIBAURA ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

Producer Goods Export Division
1-6, Uchisaiwaicho 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100, Japan
Cable: TOSHIBA TOKYO Telex: J22587 TOSHIBA Phone: 501-5411
13-Test Kit

Do you know any other test saving more of your time: incubate for 1 hour automatic phase separation measure.

12 calibrated tubes with 3.4 ml Thybon® each (J-125) solution
Preservative: 0.02% Sodium solution 1 ml standard serum 12 adsorption tubes (J-125)
The reagents are exclusively for in-vitro capacity
Order No.: J5113, 1 package (12 tests) in the refrigerator at +4 °C
Store protected from light
8 weeks at proper storage
The expiry date is indicated on the package.

easy — safe — rapid
Test kit for the determination of TBC (Thyroxin-binding capacity)
in serum

BEHRING INSTITUTE
Some Plain Talk About Radiation Monitoring....

THE RADI-GUARD MULTI-AREA DOSIMETER

Multi-area dosimeter. 4 main readout areas (1, 2, 3, 4) and 4 backup areas (1a, 2a, 3a, 4a).

Rear view of dosimeter with identification numbers. 2 dots insure dosimeter is properly inserted in reader.

Standard personnel badge filter array.

- Has 4 backup areas for verifying reading from main areas.
- 9 digit identification number permits use of person's social security number.
- Has all the advantages of film plus the advantages of a solid state detector.
- Can be reused up to 100 times.
- Has all the mechanical properties of Teflon and is insensitive to extreme environmental conditions.
- Can be oven annealed if desired.
- Due to its size-shape characteristics, it is a direct replacement for film presently in use at various facilities. Size — 31.75 mm x 44.75 mm x 0.4 mm.
- Radi-Guard dosimeter can be loaded with the following phosphors:
  - 15% LiF-7 for personnel monitoring.
  - 30% LiF-7 for environmental monitoring.
  - 30% Ca SO₄:Dy for environmental monitoring.
    The Ca SO₄:Dy phosphor has an extremely high sensitivity and low fading characteristic making it ideal for environmental monitoring.
...now is the time... to change to TLD

a new generation of radiation monitoring systems

MORE AND MORE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, NATIONAL LABORATORIES, HOSPITALS AND OTHER NUCLEAR ESTABLISHMENTS ARE CHANGING FROM FILM TO TLD — NOW YOU SHOULD TOO

TLD HAS SEVERAL IMPORTANT ADVANTAGES

- FAST, RELIABLE RESULTS
- MORE ACCURATE RESULTS
- MORE RUGGED DOSIMETERS

COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC READER

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE RADI-GUARD SYSTEM AND OUR NEW PERSONNEL BADGE SERVICE PLEASE WRITE OR CALL:

TELEDYNE ISOTOPES
50 VAN BUREN AVE., WESTWOOD, N.J. 07675
PHONE: 201-664-7070 TELEX: 134 474
A full spectrum of new thyroid tests from Abbott...

QUANTISORB®-125
Normalized T-4 (T-4N) Diagnostic Kit
A New Breed of Thyroid Test...

TRIOSORB® M-125
(T-3 Diagnostic Kit)
Fast and Reproducible

T-3
Radioimmunoassay (RIA)*

T-4
Radioimmunoassay (RIA)*

TSH
Radioimmunoassay (RIA)*
Choose from Abbott’s complete spectrum of thyroid diagnostic kits... each will meet your special thyroid testing needs: for example, there’s Quantisorb®-125—the normalized T-4 that corrects for elevated TBG (thyroxine binding globulin) levels typically seen during such conditions as pregnancy and ovulation control—while using a fast, easy test methodology that includes built-in serum standards. And there’s Triosorb M-125—the easy-to-perform procedure that corrects for time and temperature and other variables... it’s a fast method of thyroid function testing with high reproducibility.

Abbott also offers the full family of thyroid radioimmunoassays for hormonal T-3, T-4 and TSH testing*. They—like Quantisorb-125 and Triosorb M-125—are quality thyroid diagnostic tests. So the next time you’re thinking of a thyroid test to use, look to Abbott—the innovators in in-vitro diagnostics—for a complete spectrum of thyroid diagnostic test kits.

*available soon

Thyroid Testing... from Abbott—Innovators in In-Vitro Diagnostics
For further information call toll free: 800/323-9100
In Alaska, Hawaii and Illinois (excluding Metropolitan Chicago) call collect: 312/688-6161
In Metropolitan Chicago, call toll free: 743-1101

Abbott Laboratories
Diagnostics Division
North Chicago, IL 60064
Leon Corporation's new Whole-Body Imager, now in clinical operation, makes whole-body and organ imaging more informative for the clinician, more productive for the hospital, more comfortable for the patient, and simpler for the technician. Here's how:

Unique opto-electronic design eliminates the cross-body movement of a scanner head. The whole-body image is produced by a one-time, slow, noiseless sweep of the 24-inch wide crystal array from head to foot of the patient. Time to scan this 24-inch by 76-inch area is reduced to as little as five minutes (adjustable to 40 minutes, maximum). The patient spends less time on the couch and is relieved of the anxiety caused by a rapidly moving scanner head.

Large crystal area (109 square inches) gives high information density and reproducible results for selected scan times. Display and recording options include: video screen; 8" x 10" x-ray film; Polaroid film; magnetic disk record with playback; keyboard entry of patient data; continuous digital readout of
A Quiet Revolution in Whole-Body Imaging

count density; video magnification of selected image areas. Controls are few and simple; set-up time is minimal; technicians can learn to use the equipment on the day it's installed.

For technical specifications, clinical data, price and delivery information, call or write:

Cleon Corporation 15 Tech Circle, Natick, Massachusetts 01760 / Telephone 617/235-7708
Connect Elscint’s new color nuclear camera... and get possible... it’s that easy to use and that definitive!

Six rectangular regions of interest defined for brain flow study.

Flooded field image before and after uniformity correction.

Dynamic study images of clearance by transplanted kidney.

Multicolor Histogram time function display of cardiac study over five regions of interest (96 frames).

Bolus of $^{99m}$ Tc-Albumin entering right atrium (left frame) and leaving (center frame). On the right, superimposed dual color display of the two frames.

Elscint’s advanced image processor displays static, dynamic or time function studies on a large color or black and white TV screen with color directly related to, and continuously updated by, radiation count levels. Display resolution is exceptional as a result of several built-in image enhancement features. This powerful system receives, processes and stores images with unexcelled speed in a broad variety of modes of operation. Its availability means that now you can see and do things never before possible in this field. But, even with its sophistication, Elscint has made it easy to use. No programming or computer knowledge is required and the simple operation is mastered by any technologist in 2-3 hours. Thus, you spend less time obtaining patient data and more time studying it. Look over the Image Processor’s many features then write or call our nearest facility for detailed information.
image processor to your the most precise patient data

ADVANCED DATA PROCESSING AND LARGE COLOR DISPLAY FACILITATE PRECISE PATIENT DIAGNOSIS.
Processed count information is displayed in 8 colors or monochrome shades of black. To maximize image resolution and permit study of small details the Elscint Image Processor offers several image enhancement features:
- Two unique calibration techniques correct image artifacts resulting from non-uniformities in the electronics of the camera.
- Statistical variations in the image can be reduced by an on-line smoothing function.
- Images at low count rates can be strengthened by adding as many as 99 frames to the display.
- Color elimination pushbuttons blank colors for isocount line determination.
- Background subtraction clarifies image appearance.
- In dual-isotope studies, off-line subtraction can be performed by pushbutton with the process in view on the TV screen. All these features add up to the sharpest, most accurate, easy-to-read display of patient count data.

MODULAR DESIGN PERMITS SYSTEM EXPANSION AT LOW COST.
Elscint's Image Processor is comprised of a camera interface, the videodisplay and one of three data processors. The lowest priced processor is designed for static or slow dynamic studies. The two more complex systems offer the added capability to perform fast dynamic studies plus several additional modes of operation. The most advanced of these two systems enables complete time function data analyses to be done. It includes a built-in mini-computer (8K, 16 bit; 32 bit optional) and a complete battery of clinical programs. Time function data are displayed on a scope and printed out on a teletype or optional line printer. Thus, with no programming knowledge you can study regional blood flow, cardiac output, mean pulmonary transit time, clearance rates, rheography, and so forth. All systems are fully compatible with one another and each can be expanded with any of several available options to give you supplementary image processing capability as required.

LARGE FAST-ACCESS MEMORY SPEEDS IMAGE RETRIEVAL.
Up to 200 discrete (400 optional) images are received and stored on a magnetic disc at a rate of up to 10 frames per second. Average search and readout time for stored images is only 5 ms in forward or reverse — a real timesaving feature in multiple frame reviews. Dual disc memory cartridges speed date manipulation and leave original data untouched. Frame acquisition can be by preset limits or by physiological triggers which can also be used for time delay photographs.

SIMPLE PUSHBUTTON OPERATION FREES YOU FOR DATA ANALYSIS.
Use of the Elscint Image Processor may be learned easily in just a few hours by any of your technologists. Built-in safetyguards prevent accidental loss of data and lighted buttons keep track of all processing underway. Image enhancement activities are noted with lighted indicators for each frame. Study and patient data for each image is easily entered and is thereafter displayed concurrently with the image.

SIX REGIONS OF INTEREST MAXIMIZE DATA EVALUATION.
Six fully-positionable overlapping areas which appear on the screen, plus output from two external scalars may be selected for further digital evaluation. Time function histograms for all regions are displayed simultaneously, each in a different color.

SYSTEM OPTIONS EXTEND APPLICATIONS.
A computer interface is available, an optional larger capacity magnetic disc extends the system's memory to 400 image frames, an optional twin memory is available for dual isotope studies, a telephone interface permits communication with similar remote processors and a camera facilitates obtaining permanent records of displays.

Note: Information given refers to several different Image Processor Systems. All models do not include all features described.

ELSCINT LTD • P.O. Box 5258, Haifa, Israel • Telephone 522516 • Telex 4-654 • Cables Elsint IL
Our Cardiographic Gate makes cardiac blood pool imaging at end-systole and end-diastole, a clinical protocol.

- Simple selection of both delay and gate duration.
- Repeatable, calibrated timing functions.
- Provisions for making gated interval on ECG tracing.
- May be used with any ECG machine which provides the standard oscilloscope output jack.
- Simple user installed device will not interfere with normal gamma camera operation.
- Full one year warranty plus factory service.

$1,510.

Send me your Cardiographic Gate.
I have enclosed: □ A check for $1,510.00
□ A signed purchase order for $1,510.00 (Calif. add tax)
If I do not want to keep the Cardiographic Gate I will send it back within 15 days and you will return my check or purchase order.
□ Please send me more information. □ I do not have an ECG Machine, send information on a suitable machine.

Name_________________________
Institution____________________
Address________________________
_________________________ Zip.__
Phone____________ Signature______

RIVERSIDE BIO-ENGINEERING, INC.
5835 Jurupa Avenue
Riverside, California 92504

RIVERSIDE BIO-ENGINEERING, INC.
Oxford® StaT₃ and StaT₄: Radioactive Thyroid Evaluations.

**Fast, flexible and safe!**
- Eliminate washing & evaporation.
- Count manually or automatically.
- Count in test unit. No pre-count transfer.
- Minimum refrigeration and shelf space.
- No time or temperature correction.
- Limited transfer of radioactive material.
- Suitable for large or small laboratory.
- Oxford controls available separately.
- You may send out self-contained test unit for counting. It's unbreakable, leak-proof and disposable.

**Easy, reproducible procedures!**

**StaT₃ — 20 Minutes**
3. Mix well and let stand 10 minutes, then centrifuge.
4. Count the liquid phase inside the test unit, using a gamma counter.

**StaT₄ — 40 Minutes**
2. Add 3 ml extractant, using the reverse mode of an Oxford® MACRO-SET Transfer-Pipetting System. Do not mix.
3. Centrifuge 5 minutes and invert.
4. Decant and discard liquid portion.
5. Add 3 ml adsorbent, using the reverse mode of the Oxford® MACRO-SET instrument.
6. Mix well on vortex mixer. Let stand 10 minutes at room temperature.
7. Centrifuge 5 minutes and invert.
8. Count the liquid phase inside the test unit, using a gamma counter.

---

**The Timesavers' Aids**
2. Oxford® SAMPLER® Model Q System.
4. Oxford® Model S-A PIPECTOR.

Send for free catalog of Oxford liquid-handling systems.

---

Oxford® Laboratories
1148 Chese Drive,
Foster City, California 94404
Telephone: (415) 876-1848

Contact us or your Oxford dealer now.

In a hurry? Call us toll-free from anywhere in the U.S. (outside California):
800-227-0278
New diphosphonate bone scanning agent offers high target to non-target ratio, rapid blood clearance

Your confidence in detecting bone lesions depends on the ability of the imaging agent you use to deliver consistently excellent scans. Three hours post injection, 40-50% of $^{99m}$Tc-labeled OSTEOSCAN has been taken up in the skeleton. Only 6% remains in the blood. The remainder is excreted in the urine. Together with the agent's low soft tissue uptake, the high target to non-target ratio and rapid blood clearance result in clear delineation of skeletal lesions.

OSTEOSCAN consistently provides high labeling efficiency (greater than 95%*). Because of its stable P-C-P bond, OSTEOSCAN resists in vitro hydrolysis and in vivo dissociation. This helps to minimize soft tissue uptake that can impair diagnoses.

**Result:** Consistently excellent scans—and confidence that detectable bone lesions will be imaged.

For product and ordering information, call Mr. Arnold P. Austin at (513) 977-8547 or write: Procter & Gamble, Professional Services Division, P.O. Box 171, Cincinnati, Ohio 45201.

*Thin Layer Chromatography (Cellulose acetate/85% methanol)

---

**A.** 15 mCi $^{99m}$Tc-OSTEOSCAN
Scanned 3.5 hr post injection
Low-Energy, All-Purpose Collimator
Speed: 32 cm/min, Length: 173 cm, Width: 60 cm
Anterior: 834,518 counts/1070 sec (17.8 min)
Comments: Metastatic meningioma

**B.** 15 mCi $^{99m}$Tc-OSTEOSCAN
Scanned 4 hr post injection
High Sensitivity Collimator
Speed: 32 cm/min, Length: 170 cm, Width: 60 cm
Posterior: 861,792 counts/1054.3 sec (17.6 min)
Comments: Cancer of breast. Polaroid image; posterior view taken with detector under table

**C.** 15 mCi $^{99m}$Tc-OSTEOSCAN
Scanned 4 hr post injection
Low-Energy, All-Purpose Collimator
Speed: 48 cm/min, Length: 175 cm, Width: 60 cm
Anterior: 927,833 counts/737.4 sec (12.3 min)
Comments: Patient being treated for a lymphoma

(Above scans made with Searle Radiographics Pho/Gamma Scintiscan*)
OSTEOSCAN®
(5.9 MG DISODIUM ETIDRONATE
0.16 MG STANNOUS CHLORIDE)
SKELETAL IMAGING AGENT

See following page for brief summary of package insert.
PROCTER & GAMBLE
OSTEOSCAN
(5.9 MG DISODIUM ETIDRONATE 0.16 MG STANNOUS CHLORIDE)
SKELETAL IMAGING AGENT

Brief summary of Package Insert. Before using, please consult
the full Package Insert included in each kit.

DESCRIPTION
Each vial of OSTEOSCAN contains 5.9 mg disodium etidronate
and 0.16 mg stannous chloride as active ingredients. Upon addition
of ADDITIVE-FREE 99mTc-pertechnetate, these ingredients combine with 99mTc to form a stable soluble complex.

ACTIONS (CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY)
When injected intravenously, 99mTc-labeled OSTEOSCAN has a specific affinity for areas of altered osteogenesis. Areas of bone which are undergoing neoplastic invasion often have an unusually high turnover rate which may be imaged with 99mTc-labeled OSTEOSCAN.

Three hours after intravenous injection of 1 ml 99mTc-labeled
OSTEOSCAN, an estimated 40-50% of the injected dose has
been taken up by the skeleton. At this time approximately 50% has been excreted in the urine and 6% remains in the blood. A small amount is retained by the soft tissue. The level of 99mTc-labeled OSTEOSCAN excreted in the feces is below the level detectable by routine laboratory techniques.

INDICATIONS
OSTEOSCAN is a skeletal imaging agent used to demonstrate
areas of altered osteogenesis.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
None.

WARNINGS
This radiopharmaceutical should not be administered to patients
who are pregnant or lactating unless the information to be gained outweighs the potential hazards.

Ideally, examinations using radiopharmaceuticals, especially those elective in nature, of a woman of childbearing capability should be performed during the first few (approximately 10) days following the onset of menses.

Radiopharmaceuticals should be used only by physicians who are qualified by specific training in the safe use and handling of radionuclides produced by nuclear reactor or particle accelerator and whose experience and training have been approved by the appropriate government agency authorized to license the use of radionuclides.

The 99mTc-generator should be tested routinely for molybdenum breakthrough and aluminum. If either is detected, the eluate should not be used.

PRECAUTIONS
Both prior to and following 99mTc-labeled OSTEOSCAN admin-
istration, patients should be encouraged to drink fluids. Patients
should void as often as possible after the 99mTc-labeled OSTEO-
SCAN injection to minimize background interference from accu-
mulation in the bladder and unnecessary exposure to radiation.

As in the use of any other radioactive material, care should be
taken to insure minimum radiation exposure to the patient, con-
sistent with proper patient management, and to insure minimum radiation exposure to occupational workers.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
None.

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION
The recommended adult dose of 99mTc-labeled OSTEOSCAN is
1 ml with a total activity range of 10-15 mCi. 99mTc-labeled
OSTEOSCAN should be given intravenously by slow injection
over a period of 30 seconds within three (3) hours after its
preparation. Optimum scanning time is 3-4 hours postinjection.

The patient dose should be measured by a suitable radioactivity
calibration system immediately prior to administration.
The radioactive sources and phantom of the AECL Gamma Camera Calibration Kit provide an effective means of routinely checking the vital characteristics of your camera system.

Sources are safe, light and easy to carry in the attractive carrying case provided.

Sources are approved for licensing in U.S.A. and Canada.

**FLOOD FIELD SOURCE**
A rapid and convenient way of making the daily check of your camera response. It is a flat plastic disc 12 inches in diameter containing 3 mCi of Gadolinium-153 (100 KeV photopeak, 242 day half life) dispersed uniformly to give an output better than ±5% over the whole surface.

**BAR PHANTOM**
Used with a Flood Field Source to provide an efficient check of the inherent and system resolution of your camera system. It can also be used to check image size and linearity.

The Bar Phantom consists of four groups of lead bars embedded in a plastic holder 13.5 inches square and 0.37 inches thick. The bars are 0.125 inches thick and 0.500, 0.375, 0.250 and 0.187 inches wide respectively. The spacing between the bars is equal to the width of the bars for each group.

**RESOLUTION REFERENCE SOURCE**
A convenient way of checking the resolution of your gamma camera and scanner. The source contains a grid of radioactive lines which vary in spacing. Most cameras should be able to resolve the finest part of the grid. By adjusting the distance of the source from the collimator, the depth resolution of your camera can also be measured. Total activity of the source is 3 mCi of Gadolinium-153.

---

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited • Commercial Products

P.O. Box 6300, Station J, Ottawa, Canada • K2A 3W3 • Tel. 613/592-2790 • Cable Nemota • Telex 053-4162
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#1...Multi-Imager System

The complete system for static, dynamic, whole body, and physiological function gated imaging.

Three film size formats for optimum imaging versatility:
4"x5"
5"x7"
11"x14"

Matrix Instruments

study: tape playback lung views
mode: 4 frame manual recorded on 5"x7" Kodak XG-14

study: Tc 99 m pertechnetate renal flow
exposure: 0.8 seconds/frame
mode: 16 frame dynamic recorded on 11"x14" X-ray film

Matrix Instruments

Journal of Nuclear Medicine
Mail coupon to receive actual size sample studies.

The Multi-Imager System offers:
- Up to 36 image frames on a single sheet of film
- Physiological gating permitting imaging of predetermined multiple phases of the respiratory and/or cardiac cycles in separate frames
- Electronic frame advance without any moving mechanical components
- Electronic frame advance dead time of less than one μs
- Film cost savings of up to several thousand dollars per year
- Compatibility with all scintillation cameras

The Multi-Imager System is designed for use with scintillation cameras to provide dynamic, static, whole body, and physiological function synchronized imaging. The system operates by altering the CRT deflection signals, changing the size, location, and duration of the image on the display scope. Frame advance is achieved electronically, yielding sequential exposures with essentially no data loss.

The Cardiac Gate accessory records both end-systolic and end-diastolic images simultaneously, using a two frame format. The Multi-Imager System alternates exposures between the two frames synchronous with the patient’s cardiac cycle. The Cardiac Gate is a complete ECG instrument, including a heated stylus strip chart recorder that records both the cardiogram and the exposure gates.

The Respiratory Gate accessory records both inspiration plateau and expiration plateau images simultaneously, using a two frame format. The Multi-Imager System alternates exposures between the two frames synchronous with the motion of the organ being imaged. The Respiratory Gate operates without attaching any sensors to the patient. Either the gamma camera split crystal mode or areas of interest are used to sense organ motion.

Cardiac and respiratory gating can be combined to simultaneously record in a four frame format all four possible combinations: end-systole/inspiration plateau, end-systole/expiration plateau, end-diastole/inspiration plateau, and end-diastole/expiration plateau.
The Proven Performer

ISOCLEAN CONCENTRATE

Removes radioactivity from labware and isotope laboratory surfaces

A liquid radio-decontamination agent of highest efficiency, specifically formulated for the safe removal of nuclidic radioactivity from all types of laboratory ware and surfaces.

Isoclean Concentrate proves itself in use thousands of times daily as the most effective solution for cleansing hot-lab apparatus in clinical and research laboratories throughout the world.

Request informational brochure.

Order from any office of:
AMERSHAM-SEARLE NUCLEAR ASSOCIATES
PICKER CORPORATION
and other ISOLAB distributors
or call collect
216/825-4528

ISOLAB inc.
INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS FOR RESEARCH
Drawer 4350 Akron Ohio USA 44321
Simplify your Steroid Assays with new Sensitive, Specific Reagents

Micromedic Diagnostics, Inc., offers new steroid radioimmunoassay kits of exacting standards. Initially available: $^{125}$I-labeled reagents for cortisol, testosterone and progesterone. All MDI kits provide a standard buffer and common second antibody: you can assay several steroids together on the same day. Results are predictable... simply follow our clear, explicit protocols. Here are the standards, uniform for every kit, that support our claims:

**Sensitivity and Specificity**

Sensitivity refers to the smallest amount of antigen that is distinguishable from no antigen. The specific activity of the radioactive antigen is most important to the sensitivity of the assay. MDI utilizes a high specific activity antigen, thereby reducing the mass needed for reaction with the antibody, and increasing the sensitivity of the assay.

Each MDI antibody is highly specific, thereby minimizing the problem of cross-reactivity. The cross-reactivity of a typical lot of MDI testosterone first antibody is shown in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steroid</th>
<th>Relative Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Testosterone</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andosterone</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progesterone</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrocortisone</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortisone</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>0.000059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dihydrotestosterone</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-Nor-Testosterone</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Eliminates chromatography prior to assay

High specificity of MDI antibodies makes chromatography of the test sample prior to assay unnecessary. Values are compared from replicate MDI assays of the same testosterone samples with and without thin layer chromatography:

**Testosterone Values of Pooled Sera**

Correlation of Values With and Without Thin Layer Chromatography

![Graph](image)

A further advantage: MDI double antibody procedures are highly reliable and reproducible. Once equilibrium is attained, reactions are not time dependent... unlike some R.I.A. procedures demanding precise timing.

Customer Service Information:

**MICROMEDIC DIAGNOSTICS INC.**

1820 E. LINCOLN AVENUE
FORT COLLINS, COLORADO 80522
TEL. (303) 484-4480

Produced by Micromedic Diagnostics, Inc. for Micromedic Systemes, Inc., a subsidiary of Ruhm and Haas Company.

Ordering Information:

Contact Marketing Manager, R.I.A.:
Tel. (215) 592-3582.
GammaCoat™

**Renin Activity**

**Digoxin**

**Cortisol**

**Digitoxin**

GammaCoat -- the new generation of antibody-coated tube radioimmunoassay kits that reduce assay time dramatically and free your more highly skilled technicians for other tasks. The method eliminates error sources such as time, centrifugation, partial aspiration or decantation.

**125I Renin Activity**

All in a day's work from start to answers. Angiotensin I generation at a controlled 6.0 pH -- three hour assay in the coated tube.

**125I Digoxin**

Total assay time -- one hour. Entire procedure is carried out in 5 simple steps. A special additive minimizes serum protein interferences.

**125I Cortisol**

Takes less than 2 hours -- a simple protein denaturation step eliminates organic solvent extraction. A specific antibody assures clinically significant results.

**125I Digitoxin**

The first solid phase digitoxin assay. One hour assay time. A digitoxin specific antibody permits the assay of digitoxin in the presence of digoxin.

For full details contact:

**Clinical Assays, Inc.**

or call the nearest Fisher Scientific for fast service

237 Binney Street • Cambridge, Mass. 02142
(617) 492-2526
The RADX Mark V was designed specifically for Nuclear Medicine departments, with digital read-out and an oversize well-type ionization chamber for high statistical accuracy. No geometric errors. Impervious to barometric pressure changes.

Only the RADX Mark V dosecalibrator measures the activity of radionuclides from 1 uCi to 1000 mCi, then computes the exact volume needed for patient injection.

Programming the Mark V for various isotopes is error-free. You simply plug in a module for the isotope you are assaying. The Mark V may be customized to your specific needs by acquiring only the modules corresponding to the isotopes you are currently using. However additional modules may be added at any time. Updating is simple and economical.

And as if all of this were not enough, RADX recognizes that a day without your Mark V is like a day without sunshine. If during the warranty period, your Mark V does not perform within stated specifications, RADX will air express you a loaner to use while yours is being repaired—at no charge.

Then consider that the Mark V costs much less than other dosecalibrators that do not provide all of these features. Now call RADX.

P.O. Box 19164 • Houston, Texas 77024 • (713) 468-9628
THE MAMMOTH DESIGNED FOR A SINGLE PURPOSE
The system 750 Multi-Format Camera, designed by Dunn Instruments for a single purpose... to produce superior scintiphotos on X-ray film. The 750 provides images of the size of your choice on the film of your choice... for static and dynamic studies.

This widely accepted system offers you the immediate benefits of X-ray film... broad contrast and grey scale latitudes, excellent group viewing, ease of handling and storage, and the all important virtue of economy.

If you want to make the 750 connection but have money problems, we have a plan. Lease it; or buy it on time. But get one because it will save you money and give you far superior hard copy. Use your polaroid film budget to pay the lease.

It's sound economics. With the 750, using inexpensive and available X-ray film, you'll save up to $300 a month, or more. For our detailed Information Packet, phone Bill Brown or mail in the "Mammoth" Coupon.

DUNN INSTRUMENTS INC.
1280 Columbus Avenue
San Francisco, Ca 94133
(415) 776-7033

The largest camera of them all was built in the United States around 1900. Named the Mammoth, it was designed for officials of the Chicago and Alton Railroad Company, who wished to have a single, perfectly detailed portrait of their newest luxury train. Having accomplished the feat, the Mammoth, like its prehistoric namesake, vanished, a victim of its own size and clumsiness.
Tomorrow’s scanning loads make the Maxiscan system worth looking into today.

If you’re thinking of doing whole body scans with a gamma camera and attachments, beware. What begins as 2 to 3 whole body scans per week soon accelerates to 3 or more per day. With the camera tied up with these scans, other exams must be delayed, and department scheduling grossly disrupted.

Consider the GE alternative: The Maxiscan™ 2-probe whole body scanner. In a single pass, it can deliver 2 coincident views of definitive diagnostic information, without moving the patient. And instrument component cost analysis demonstrates lower cost per scan.

Skeletal surveys cover a full 24 x 79 inches to include elbows and feet. The image, minified 2:1, 3:1, 4:1 or 5:1, will fit 14 x 17 inch film, thus permitting location and diagnosis of bone metastases without a series of small area scans. Life-size images of single organs are also possible.

Tiltable top and bottom probes optimize brain scans. Vertical scan option allows scanning of seated patients and vertex views of the brain. Available is a table which can be adjusted to cot height to ease patient transfer and to accommodate various focal distance collimators. The table can be removed for direct-access collimator changes.

Arrange to see the Maxiscan system’s total performance in a movie, and in-hospital case studies. Call your GE representative.

General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee and Toronto.
In Europe, Elscint GmbH, Wiesbaden; Elscint France SARL, Buc.
Videodisplay Processor
To view and quantify patient count information in black and white or fully functional color, Maxiscan can be combined with GE's Videodisplay and Processing Unit. Images are displayed on a video monitor; count data is stored in the unit's electronic memory, and can be manipulated to enhance desired details and to aid interpretation and diagnosis. Enhanced VDP data may be played back to Maxiscan and recorded on 14 x 17 inch film. Scans can also be recorded on cassette tape for off-line playback and teaching purposes. Count information, obtained from any scanner or camera, can be transmitted from one VDP to another over regular telephone lines.

Here's the information hospitals are getting with Maxiscan...
Hospitals report scanning performance like this from the Maxiscan system:

These reproductions of scans, from clinical examinations, illustrate the range of diagnostic information possible with Maxiscan and the Videodisplay Processor. A GE motion picture demonstrates the full capability of both units. Ask your GE representative to schedule a desk top showing, at your convenience.

These three images, from a single whole body scan, demonstrate how manipulation of data stored in the VDP electronic memory can enhance desired details and aid diagnosis. The isotope used was 99mTc Polyphosphate. At left, an anterior view displays raw, unmanipulated data from the memory. At right, smoothed data is shown with a Y axis electronic slice through the area of suspicion. The count profile superimposed over this image and shown separately, center, confirms greater uptake on the right side. The photorecorded image showed only a suspicion of greater isotope uptake.

In a case of suspected pericardial effusion, a transmission scan (left) of the chest was obtained using an Iodine 131 source. An emission scan (center) of the same region was simultaneously obtained with the same probe, 15 minutes after an intravenous injection of 99mTc labeled albumin. The heart and liver are outlined. Note how the intracardiac activity (central area of center scan) fails to fill the large mediastinal shadow (central blue area of left scan). This discrepancy, between heart size and that of the mediastinum, is more easily seen when these two scans are superimposed (right); a technic easily accomplished on the VDP. The resulting diagnosis, a large pericardial effusion which appears to be predominantly left-sided, was confirmed by the aspiration of 1800 ml. of fluid from an encysted pericardial effusion.

Scans courtesy of Dr. M. J. Chamberlain, University Hospital, London, Ontario.

General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee and Toronto.
In Europe, Elscint GmbH, Wiesbaden; Elscint France SARL, Buc.
Now You Have a Choice of Moves

GRAPHIC™
the portable scanner

Move it anywhere—for use or storage. The GRAPHIC scanner is compact, yet capable of performing thyroid uptake and other scanning duties... in any room. The GRAPHIC Rectilinear Scanner is your scanning lab on wheels.

Abbott Laboratories
Diagnostics Division
North Chicago, IL 60064

Yes, I'm interested in having a choice of moves!

Please send me more information on the GRAPHIC™ Rectilinear Scanner and its applications in the ICU, Emergency Room, Isotope Laboratory and as a mobile unit.

Name: ____________________________
Institution: _________________________
City: _____________________________ State: ____________ Zip: ____________
No Extra Space Needed
Use the space you have—present facilities become nuclear scanning facilities. No need for a special diagnostic room or department. Simply move the GRAPHIC into the room where it's needed... GRAPHIC has room-to-room mobility. Turn a corridor into a temporary nuclear scanning lab... GRAPHIC will go with you, anywhere. Then push it into a nearby closet—even a corner—when you're finished.

No Need For Additional Staff
Our professional representatives will show your technician how to get high-quality scans easily with GRAPHIC. And GRAPHIC is simple to operate... little technical skill is required. A minimum of training will teach your technician to get excellent scans from your GRAPHIC time after time.

Nuclear Medicine In Your Intensive Care Unit
Bring the advantages of nuclear medicine anywhere you want: intensive care unit, operating room, emergency room... now the scanner will come to the patient—allowing further diagnostic aid to those not-to-be-moved patients. With GRAPHIC, you now have a choice of moves.

Move Your GRAPHIC By Van
The superior performance of a GRAPHIC scanner can go anywhere—even by van. Because GRAPHIC has:
- low physical profile
- lower center of gravity
- compact-size dimensions

GRAPHIC fits easily into small vans—with no counterbalancing necessary.

Mobility — Just One Of Many Advantages
The portable GRAPHIC Scanner has room-to-room mobility, plus it's
- able to give more scans per day
- dependable
- built to last
- requires little care
- covered by full warranty
- backed with a full service commitment

World Leaders In Diagnostic Research
Abbott Laboratories
Diagnostics Division
North Chicago, IL 60064
Better Brain Scans

Ours is the only freeze-dried DTPA. It keeps longer without refrigeration. Requires no dilution. Has no adverse effects on blood calcium (we use monocalcium-trisodium salt, not the usual pentasodium salt).

No need to administer blocking agent, yet uptake by the thyroid, salivary glands and choroid plexus is negligible. Greater concentration in the brain. Better, more clearly defined scans.
At last...
Potassium Perchlorate

in Dosage Form

...PERCHLORACAP™ Exclusively from Mallinckrodt
(Potassium Perchlorate)

A pre-packaged, dosage form of potassium perchlorate is at last available. It is ready for you now at Mallinckrodt/Nuclear under the brand name Perchloracap. 200-mg capsules can be shipped to you immediately in bottles of 100 capsules.

Why did Mallinckrodt develop Perchloracap—potassium perchlorate—in this convenient form? Because we knew of the need. Contact your Mallinckrodt representative or order Perchloracap needs now by calling Mallinckrodt toll free, 800-325-3688 (Missouri customers call collect 314-291-5574).

Mallinckrodt Chemical Works
St. Louis, Missouri 63147

Mallinckrodt NUCLEAR
RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS
Mark your calendar now for —

SNM CENTRAL CHAPTER

MEETING

“Three Days of Nuclear Medicine”

October 17 - 19, 1974

RADISSON HOTEL

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Three days of teaching sessions, invited and proffered papers, as well as commercial and scientific exhibits will cover all aspects of nuclear medicine for the physician, scientist, and technologist.

For details on submitting abstracts contact:

MARVIN GOLDBERG, M.D.
Division of Nuclear Medicine, Box 382
University of Minnesota Hospitals
Minneapolis, Minn. 55455

For commercial exhibit space, please contact:

CHRISTA FOSTER
Society of Nuclear Medicine
475 Park Avenue South
New York, N.Y. 10016
Skeletal Imaging Agent

Stannous Polyphosphate is provided in lyophilized form. Nitrogen flushed, it is reconstituted with pertechnetate Sodium Tc 99m for intravenous administration as a diagnostic skeletal imaging agent.

Please send additional information

Name_________________________________
Affiliation_________________________________
Address_________________________________

[Space for address and zip code]
The following titles will appear in the

JOURNAL OF
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
TECHNOLOGY

Volume 2, Number 2
(JUNE 1974)

Technologist News
Letter from the Editor
Glenn Isserstedt

A Table for Quickly Determining Planes of Focus for a Scintillation Tomocamera
Michael D. Sinclair and Vincent L. McManaman

Gamma Camera Photographic Systems: A Cost Comparison
Lance H. Rose and Lewis W. Gumerman

Quality Control in Nuclear Medicine Procedures
Frederic Lovegrove, James Langan, and Henry N. Wagner, Jr.

A Review of Neutron Activation Analysis in Medicine
D. E. Raeside

A Simple Method of Filling Plane-Source Phantom
Paul F. Godin, John S. Belko, and Donald E. Tow

PSRO—Its Challenge and Opportunity
Henry E. Simmons

Review of Nuclear Medicine Technology Training in Ontario
Lloyd B. Schneider

Abstracts for Technologist Scientific Program

Author Index
Calendar
Placement

Subscriptions to the JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY are available at $10.00 in the United States and $12.00 elsewhere. Please contact Subscription Department, Society of Nuclear Medicine, 475 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10016 for further information.
"That's it -- celiac mass"
PHO/CON — the new simultaneous multi-plane imaging device — gives your facility unique diagnostic advantages. It can confirm tentative diagnoses suggested by other imaging methods, and can often provide definitive visualizations when other methods cannot.

A significant advantage of the PHO/CON is that it gives you up to six anterior and six posterior tomographic images from one scan, each readout being sharply focused on a different plane in the subject. Thus, lesions which are often obscured in conventional imaging techniques can be dramatically enhanced with near constant resolution regardless of depth.

And unlike other modalities, PHO/CON is not limited to single organ imaging. It has a large 26" x 70" scan field, so that whole body skeletal and organ imaging can be performed when necessary. Each detector head produces six simultaneous 2" x 2" tomographic images on a 5" x 7" film, or three simultaneous 2" x 5½" whole body images on an 8" x 10" film. Minification is 5:1 to 9:1 depending on the scan area you select, 13:1 for large area and whole body.

Collimator change is quick and easy, with no heavy lifting required. Detector heads are automatically positioned to Lazy Susans for change and storage. Available are High Resolution (6 mm) low energy, Intermediate Resolution (10 mm) low energy, and Intermediate Resolution (10 mm) medium energy collimators.

As for efficiency and speed of procedure: PHO/CON has 3 times the crystal area of a dual 5" scanner, with scanning speed up to 1000 cm/min. And the PHO/CON will not be easily obsolesced. Its operating range of 70 KEV to 511 KEV can handle any current or foreseeable isotopes.

PHO/CON is ready to prove its diagnostic value in teaching hospitals and cancer clinics worldwide. For complete information on its use in your own facility, write or phone:

Searle Radiographics Inc.
Subsidiary of G. D. Searle & Co.
2000 Nuclear Drive
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018, U.S.A.
Telephone: 312-298-6600
Curtis Nuclear Corporation’s RIA diagnostic test kits are ideal for Pediatrics (HGH, Vitamin B12) to Geriatrics (Digoxin, Insulin, Vitamin B12). Micro sera sampling plus a highly specific polymerized protein antibody run at room temperature, reduces total test time without altering the precision, specificity, accuracy or reproducibility of the test.

Curtis instruments, pipettes and lyophilized serum standards further insure reliable test results. Regardless of the family needs, Curtis has radioimmunoassay diagnostic test kits for the assessment of hematological and hormonal problems.
MEDX Reconditioned
Gamma Cameras & Scanners
Make Dollars & Sense

If your hospital or private practice requires . . .

Reliable “Low Down Time” equipment—
    Maximum clinical capability per dollar—
    Tight cost control—

. . . then Medx can help!

At Medx, quality used equipment is made
like-new again. Installation and training are
by knowledgeable Medx professionals.
And you are protected by a full one year
warranty.

Let Medx show you how you can obtain the
best in instrumentation for a lot less money.

Call us collect at (312) 991-0660
or mail the coupon below.

MEDX inc.
540 West Wood Street
Palatine, Illinois 60067

☐ Please contact us regarding our immediate needs.
☐ Please add our name to your mailing list to receive future information.

Our main interest is ☐ Cameras ☐ Scanners ☐ Other Instrumentation______________________

We’d like a trade-in price on____________________________________________________________

NAME__________________________________________ INSTITUTION______________________

STREET____________________________________________ PHONE____________________

CITY_________________________________ STATE________________ ZIP_________________
NEARLY INSTANT LABELING

3M BRAND ALBUMIN MICROSPHERE
99mTc LABELING KIT

QUALITY AND SERVICE

NEW APPLICATIONS
designed with

CONSISTENCY IN MIND

99mTc ALBUMIN MICROSPHERES

ALBUMIN MICROSPHERES

Perfectly spherical, 3M Albumin Microspheres are uniformly sized to 15-30 microns in diameter. This uniformity, coupled with an extremely low tendency to agglomerate, results in truer images of lung perfusion — this means no hot spots or extra-lung activity. Each Albumin Microsphere is a single homogeneous sphere of albumin that won’t disintegrate in the vial or syringe. Yet, microspheres readily clear from the lung. Pulmonary clearance half-times are long enough for multiple view imaging but are still short enough to allow daily imaging.

QUALITY AND SERVICE

These concepts, synonymous with the 3M name, are included with each Microsphere kit.

You can expect quality and consistency because our strict production checks and doublechecks assure conformance to 3M’s high standards.

You get service because we provide you with qualified, experienced people to answer any question.

If you have a question, need technical assistance or would like to have a representative call, please dial our toll-free number. (800-328-1671)

NEARLY INSTANT LABELING

Because of our continued research and development, Microspheres can now be labeled with technetium in just six minutes — only a minute or two longer than kits called “instant”.

Not only has the labeling time been cut, but the labeling efficiency has been raised. You now can expect about a 90% tag, and unbound activity is rinsed away in the process. You can’t do that with other instant kits.

Expiration date is now 9 months after date of manufacture, another result of our continued research.

NEW APPLICATIONS

Lung imaging may only be your first application for Microspheres. Investigators are now also exploring their use in radionuclide venography and perfusion imaging of the heart, the legs, and the bowel. What will be your next use for Microspheres?

FOR DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT MICROSPHERES WRITE:

NUCLEAR PRODUCTS FOR MEDICINE
3M COMPANY, 3M CENTER
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55101, or PHONE TOLL FREE (800)328-1671
Nuclear Medicine procedures are constantly changing and improving.
The real experts and innovators are you, our users.

We feel that the exchange of your techniques (some standard, some new and different) should lead to the continual improvement of results being obtained through the use of Ohio-Nuclear instrumentation.

We solicit them, through our Salesmen and Field Engineers, and reproduce them for your consideration.

If you are an Ohio-Nuclear user, and are not receiving our Clinical Example Program, please write us today.
Gallium Ga 67 is produced on a regular basis on NEN's own Cyclotron, by the proton irradiation of enriched Zinc Oxide. It is made into a dosage form of Gallium citrate Ga 67, and contains a preservative. It is now under clinical evaluation for such disease states as bronchogenic carcinoma, lymphomas, and Hodgkin's disease.

Send for additional information

Name____________________
Affiliation________________
Address__________________ Zip______
2 BASIC STEPS TO PREPARE FOR LUNG IMAGING

1. Add sterile sodium pertechnetate $^{99m}$Tc

2. Shake gently

...assay dose and inject I.V.

*Appropriate shielding should be maintained at all times.
Introducing from Squibb

Macrotect Aggregated Albumin (Human)
for labeling with technetium-99m

Simplest and quickest to prepare of three technetium-labeled lung imaging agents. No waiting, heating or involved routines.

Stable for 8 hours after labeling if stored between 2° C. and 8° C. Won't agglomerate in the vial; loses virtually no labeling while standing. No need to resuspend or rewash after standing. Just shake gently again and inject the next patient.

Uniform particle size for good imaging. Over 90% of particles in the range of 10-100 microns. Lung clearance half time about four hours. High labeling efficiency, high lung/liver ratio.

Macrotect Aggregated Albumin (Human)

BRIEF SUMMARY
Macrotect (Aggregated Albumin [Human]) is a sterile, non-pyrogenic, lyophilized preparation of aggregated albumin. Each vial of the preparation contains 0.08 mg tin as chloride, 1.5 mg denatured human serum albumin, and 10 mg Normal Serum Albumin (Human).

INDICATIONS: For use in perfusion lung imaging as an adjunct to other diagnostic procedures.

CONTRAINDICATIONS: At present there are no known contraindications to the use of this product.

WARNINGS: Radiopharmaceuticals should not be administered to patients who are pregnant or during lactation, unless the benefits to be gained outweigh the potential hazards.

Idiopathic examinations using radiopharmaceuticals, especially those effective in nature, of a woman of childbearing capability, should be performed during the first few (approximately 10) days following the onset of menses.

Since 99mTc is excreted in milk during lactation formula-feedings should be substituted for breast-feedings.

Radiopharmaceuticals should be used only by physicians who are qualified by specific training in the safe use and handling of radionuclides produced by nuclear reactor or particle accelerator and whose experience and training have been approved by the appropriate government agency authorized to license the use of radionuclides.

Note Macrotect (Aggregated Albumin [Human]) is not radioactive. However, after 99mTc is added adequate shielding of the resultant preparation should be maintained.

PRECAUTIONS: In the use of any radioactive material care should be taken to ensure minimum radiation exposure to the patient consistent with proper patient management, and to insure minimum radiation exposure to occupational workers.

Aseptic technique is essential in the preparation of Technetium (99mTc) Aggregated Albumin (Human).

ADVERSE REACTIONS: At present adverse reactions have not been reported following the administration of this product.

For full prescribing information, consult package insert.

HOW SUPPLIED: In boxes of 5 vials.

Medotopes Squibb Hospital Division
E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc. Princeton, N. J. 08540

A lot of nuclear medicine computers can give you the standard operations. Thresholding, Image smoothing, Crystal non-uniformity correction. Profile slices. Dynamic function curves. But that's just routine with Gamma-11.

What happens when you want to find out something special?

On most systems, things get horribly complicated.

With Gamma-11, you just use FOCAL-PLUS and do a bit of programming.

That's what FOCAL-PLUS was designed to do. Give you the language to develop your own studies, whatever they may be.

FOCAL is not one of those mind-bending languages. It's commonly used as a "beginners" language. But now it's been tailored especially for nuclear medicine. It's highly interactive. You can step up to the scope and mark off the areas you want to work on. It can handle large matrices (128 x 128). Yet it lets you work on individual elements so that you can do things like functional imaging.

And FOCAL-PLUS has many special functions to make programming go faster, like single-command references to collected images or curves.

Buy a Gamma-11 Nuclear Medicine Computer and you get not only FOCAL-PLUS, but also access to over 200 FOCAL programs that have already been developed.

And, of course, you get Digital Equipment Corporation. And Digital's huge service organization. More people have opted for Digital than for any other nuclear medicine computer supplier... an Digital has produced more than half the minicomputers across the world.

Help your cardiologist study heart kinetics non-invasively with Brattle-gated scintiphotos.

RAO, DIASTOLE
RAO, SYSTOLE
LAO, DIASTOLE
LAO, SYSTOLE

The RAO view shows akinesis of the lower antero-lateral wall and apex; and contraction of the inferior wall and high up the antero-lateral wall. The LAO view shows good contraction posteriorly and akinesis of the septal chamber. Write or call for a portfolio of Brattle-gated lung, liver and heart studies.

No knobs, no meters, no errors
The spartan panel above tells the second-best part of our story. If you want to photograph peak systole, press the SYSTOLE button. If, say, you want systole only at full expiration, press the EXPIRATION button as well. If only breathing is relevant, don't press the heart button.

The Brattle is connected to the patient and to your gamma (or x-ray or ultrasonic) camera. Whenever the patient is in the selected phase, both the scope and the scaler on your gamma camera are gated ON, and film is exposed. Otherwise, they are OFF.

Brattles lock onto patients — and stay locked on
It doesn't matter if the patient's heart rate and breathing depth change while he's under the colli-
mator because we stay right with him. Brattles contain an ECG to track heart, a plethysmograph to track respiration, and a tiny computer to deduce systole and diastole times from the heart signal. And because it's all built in, your operator need not be a physiologist.

We don't cover our tracks — we print them
The panel lights flash whenever the patient reaches the selected phases; and pushing the RECORDER-ON button gets you an ECG tracing marked with breathing and camera-on times. You can verify function before, during and after exposure.

A single pair of axillary electrodes captures both heart and breath
It's easy. And we supply disposable, pre-filled electrodes.

Some Brattles have been in clinical use for over two years — very good hospitals have them
And we have lots of sample clinical pictures which we'll gladly show you. If you want the names of some users, we'll supply them, as well as references on effectiveness, reliability and safety, and a bibliography on ten years' worth of medical uses of synchronization.

What's the next step? Write or call
Yes, write us. Or call. We'll send you data (on this and other models, applications) and the name and phone of our man in your area (39 states so far, and growing). He can show you samples, give you a demo and arrange for you to have a machine of your own. (This is the best part of our story.)

Brattle Instrument Corporation
767/C Concord Avenue • Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 • 617-661-0300
New Magna® Scanner 1000.
You select a scanner primarily by the quality of scans it produces. Yet, flexibility and range of diagnostic information... ease of operation... reliability and ready service are important criteria, too.

All these advantages (and a few more) are brought together in the new Magna Scanner 1000. Picker's creative engineering team designed Magna Scanner 1000 right from the ground up. No effort was spared to make it the most advanced scanner available to the medical profession.

Many standard features are exclusive to Magna Scanner 1000. Fastest scanning speed (to 1000 cm/min)... widest choice of minifications (1:1 up to 1:10) for whole-body or single-organ procedures... automatic hotspot locator that finds (and remembers) hotspot location... a sliding-average computer (statistically smooths out image input data)... and collimation specifically designed for 99mTc labeled phosphate compounds for skeletal imaging.

Other advantages you've come to expect from the scanner leader are present in great abundance in Picker's Magna Scanner 1000. Large (24 x 75") field, big enough for 97½% of all skeletal surveys... pushbutton control of scan parameters unique to each organ... pushbutton calibration that assures constant film density (patient-to-patient, week-to-week).

Magna Scanner 1000 is the total performance whole-body scanner. And it's backed for maximum in-use availability by Picker's worldwide technical service organization. Picker Corporation, 595 Miner Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44143.
The XYZ-101 Imaging Table

The XYZ-101 Imaging table combines vertical motion with X & Y movement of the table top for maximum versatility with all cameras and scanners. And since it is entirely manually operated, it requires no heavy, complicated hydraulic systems, motors, or electrical connections.

As a result it is surprisingly low priced at $1,295.00

Other tables for Nuclear Medical Applications:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XY-101</td>
<td>Permits 10&quot; of table top travel in both X and Y directions with graduated calibration scales for accurate re-positioning.</td>
<td>$995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EZ-101</td>
<td>Can be raised or lowered to exact height desired for patient transfer and gamma imaging.</td>
<td>$825.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-101</td>
<td>Provides general purpose utilization.</td>
<td>$425.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All prices F.O.B. Plainview, N.Y.
Over 25 years ago LKB was designing and building instruments for nuclear research. In fact, one of the earliest instruments developed for advanced work in the nuclear field was LKB’s 200 million electron-volt synchrocyclotron, installed at Uppsala University in 1947.

Since that time LKB has always been in the forefront with equipment for tracing and counting radioactive isotopes in the clinical field. Some of the LKB innovations of earlier years: whole-body scanners for radioactive tracing in human patients; beta-comparators; scalers, counters and automatic sample-changers; and radio-chromatogram scanners. This wealth of nuclear experience stands behind the current range of LKB-Wallac Gamma and Liquid Scintillation Counters.

1947: LKB’s 200MeV synchrocyclotron being installed at Uppsala University, Sweden.

The Only Gamma Systems
With A Full 2 YEAR WARRANTY!
“Iodine 123 is a nearly ‘ideal’ radionuclide for thyroid imaging.”

In 1962, Myers and Anger stated: “Calculations indicate radiation exposures will be less than 5% as great when I-123 is substituted for I-131, in procedures where radioiodide ion is administered. This reduction stems chiefly from two properties: (1) I-123 emits no β-particles, ever, like I-131 does; (2) The ~14-hour half-life of I-123 is only 7% that of I-131. However, this half-life is adequate for most diagnostic procedures.”

In 1973, Atkins concluded simply: “Iodine 123 is a nearly ‘ideal’ radionuclide for thyroid imaging.”

Medi+Physics makes Iodine 123 for delivery Monday through Thursday. Iodine 123 is limited by Federal law to investigative use only. For product and licensure information, call toll free (800) 227-0483 (outside California) or (800) 772-2446 (inside California).

Some Plain Talk About Radiation Monitoring

• You may be spending three times as much money as you should be spending to monitor your low-risk personnel. Since TLD has a low fade rate it is now possible to do quarterly monitoring instead of monthly monitoring.

• Automation has brought the cost of our TLD badge service down to 50¢ per badge.

• TLD has several other important advantages.
  • Fast, reliable results
  • More accurate results
  • More rugged dosimeters

TLD can now cut personnel monitoring costs by a whopping two-thirds. Do it!

More and more nuclear power plants, national laboratories, hospitals and other nuclear establishments are changing from film to TLD — now you should too.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER

SOcIETY OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE

August 17 & 18, 1974
University of Southern California School of Medicine

Los Angeles, California

Review course in nuclear medicine including the basic sciences, in vivo and in vitro studies, imaging, and therapy.

For registration and program information contact:

Jerome J. Gambino
V A Wadsworth Hospital Center
Building 114, Room 209
Los Angeles, California 90073

JNM CLASSIFIED PLACEMENT SERVICE SECTION

This section in the Journal of Nuclear Medicine contains "Positions Open," "Positions Wanted," and "For Sale" listings. Nondisplay "Positions Wanted" ads by members of the Society are billed at $36 per word for each insertion with no minimum rate. Nondisplay "Positions Wanted" ads by nonmembers and all nondisplay "Positions Open" and "For Sale" ads by members and nonmembers are charged at $56 per word, with a minimum of $15. Display advertisements are accepted at $50 for 1/4 page, $90 for 1/2 page, $165 for 1/2 page, and $295 for a full page. Closing date for each issue is the 15th of the second month preceding publication. Agency commissions and cash discounts are allowed on display ads only. Box numbers are available for those who wish them. Please note our new address.

JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE

475 Park Ave. South, New York, N.Y. 10016
Here’s a better way to look into a problem.

Imagination has kept Searle Radiographics number one in gamma imaging, with developments such as Whole Body Scintiscan™. Scintiscan allows you to image the entire body for bone studies or single organ studies as you prefer. Number of scans required, termination point, and electronic aperture settings are all monitored electronically, insuring the uniformity of the complete scan.

On a scanning table monitored to travel within ±1% of the speed you select, the patient is only ¾” from the highly sensitive Pho/Gamma detector. The resultant images may be viewed on standard X-ray or Polaroid films making comparisons of bone surveys with roentgenographic studies easier to visualize.

Operation of the Scintiscan system is easy also. If scan input does not agree with the patient positioning, a warning system relays the inconsistency to the technologist who may terminate the scan or reposition the patient.

Rigid standards of excellence made us number one in gamma imaging. Imagination keeps us there.

Searle Radiographics Inc.
Subsidiary of G. D. Searle & Co.
2000 Nuclear Drive
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018
NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST

Registered technologist required for 450-bed fully accredited general hospital.
Salary commensurate with experience and qualifications. Excellent benefit plans in effect.
Interested applicants should apply to:
EMPLOYMENT SUPERVISOR
Belleville General Hospital
Belleville, Ontario

SYMPOSIUM ON RECENT ADVANCES IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE
SEPTEMBER 27-28th, 1974
The Hyatt-Regency
5 Embarcadero Center
San Francisco, Calif.
For further information contact:
GERALD L. CONNORS
Raytheon Medical Electronics
849 Mitten Road - Suite 1
Burlingame, CA 94010

NUCLEAR MEDICINE DIVISION HEAD

Applications are invited for the post of Head of the Division of Nuclear Medicine at the Toronto General Hospital, a major, 1100-bed teaching hospital of the University of Toronto.

University appointments are granted to hospital staff and participation in the teaching program would be expected. A curriculum vitae should accompany inquiries.

Please apply to:
The Radiologist-in-Chief
Department of Radiological Sciences
Toronto General Hospital
Toronto, Ontario, M5G, IL7, Canada

RADIO PHARMACIST

This is a newly created position responsible for a range of activities pertinent to the use of radio pharmaceuticals used in nuclear medicine. A registered pharmacist with a Masters Degree in Radio Pharmacy or Bachelors Degree with a minimum of 2 years experience in radio isotopes is required. We are a 880-bed teaching hospital affiliated with Yale University School of Medicine. Salary based on experience and preparation with a complete benefit package.

Submit resume in confidence including salary history to:
MR. K. L. MARLAND
Professional Personnel Manager
Yale-New Haven Hospital
789 Howard Avenue New Haven, Conn. 06504
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

SNM GREATER NEW YORK CHAPTER

RADIOIMMUNOASSAY: THEORY AND PRACTICE
A TEACHING SYMPOSIUM

September 13-14, 1974
NEW YORK CITY

For further information contact:
STANLEY J. GOLDSMITH, M.D.
Director, Department of Physics
(Nuclear Medicine)
Mount Sinai Hospital
Fifth Avenue and 100th Street
New York, New York 10029
Specific diagnosis

When you spend thousands of dollars for nuclear equipment, what should you be getting? SERVICE.

GOOD RESPONSE TIME. You get it, because we have enough men in our Service Group to handle even the peak demands created by seven hundred installations in the U.S. alone. More in Europe and other places, but that's another story.

OUR FIELD ENGINEERS ARE EQUIPPED, not only with their "little black bag" and an oscilloscope, but with so much gear in their service cars that we specify heavy duty suspensions on all vehicles we lease. Why?

MODULAR DESIGN in everything we build. That's important. Pull one out, and plug another in. Even down to individual ICs (integrated circuits) and transistors. And nobody else can offer you that. We do it at the expense of some short range profit. But our long range thinking tells us, if it's easier to maintain, you get better service. And we get a better customer.

And EXCLUSIVE SPECIALIZATION. Our Field Engineers work only on clinical nuclear equipment. That's what we sell. That's what we service. No other equipment. We're specialists.

We're also RECOGNIZED IN THE INDUSTRY. It's interesting. Two years ago, we had a tough time recruiting experienced Field Engineers. Today, they're coming to us, all the time. Does that tell you something?

Right. WE'RE GROWING. And that means a better opportunity, for the right man. During 1974, we plan to add five new Field Engineers each quarter, twenty for the year, just to keep up with our increasing sales.

"DIRECT SERVICE IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN DIRECT SALES." Quote. Joe Teague, President, Ohio-Nuclear. Want proof? Last year, one of our sales territories was without a salesman for about six months. Yet sales continued, over projected quota. Why? Our Field Engineers were there, on the job. We figure those potential customers knew they could get service, knew the equipment was right for them, and decided we would somehow get the orders processed and the equipment installed. Which we did.

Finally, we're COMMITTED to service, wherever we sell. And we live up to that commitment, day after day, before and after that occasional breakdown that plagues any piece of sophisticated equipment. Ask our users. Or ask us, about service agreements. Details and cost vary with type and model of equipment. Write us for full information. We'll be here — this year, next year, and the year after.
THIRD RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL WORKSHOP

NOVEMBER 7-10, 1974

A three-day laboratory-lecture course (November 8-10), covering the preparation, quality control, metabolism, and utility of the commonly used short-lived radiopharmaceuticals. The above three-day program will be preceded by an optional one-half day instructional period in physics for those who require a review of basic physics and laboratory instrumentation (afternoon only, November 7).

Guest faculty will include Gopal Subramanian, Ph.D., Upstate Medical Center, Syracuse, New York; Rodney Ice, Ph.D., University of Michigan Medical Center; and Walter Wolfe, Ph.D., University of Southern California.

Additional information and applications may be obtained by contacting: H. J. Dworkin, M.D., Chief, Department of Nuclear Medicine, William Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak, Michigan 48072.

Registration is limited.

The Indiana University School of Medicine ANNOUNCES A THREE-DAY WORKSHOP

“CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE GAMMA SCINTILLATION CAMERA”

September 5-7, 1974

INDIANA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Indianapolis, Indiana

Course Director
Henry Wellman, M.D., Professor of Radiology and Medicine—Director, Section of Nuclear Medicine

Attendance limited to 30 enrollees
Registration fee $125

For information and applications:
Division of Postgraduate Medical Education
Indiana University School of Medicine
1100 West Michigan Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46202
Phone AC 317-264-8353

Vitamin B\textsubscript{12} Folate Radioassays

- Fast — 1 to 2 hours
- Maximum sensitivity in the diagnostic range
- Accurate
- Reproducible

These features characterize our proven kits for the determination of Vitamin B\textsubscript{12} (\textsuperscript{57}Co) and Folic Acid (\textsuperscript{3}H) as well as our other kits for the clinical laboratory.

All Clinical Assays kits are lyophilized and contain all of the reagents required to perform the assays.

GammaCoat Digoxin (\textsuperscript{125}I)
GammaCoat Cortisol (\textsuperscript{125}I)
GammaCoat Renin Activity (\textsuperscript{125}I)
Digoxin (\textsuperscript{3}H)
Digitoxin (\textsuperscript{3}H)
Cortisol (\textsuperscript{3}H)

For literature and additional information contact:

Clinical Assays, Inc.
237 Binney Street,
Cambridge, Mass. 02142
(617) 492-2526
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A safe, economical method of storing, dispensing and controlling radioactive gas. It utilizes the most inexpensive form of $^{133}$Xe presently available—a 1 curie, 5cc glass ampoule. The system is contained in two free-standing consoles.

The Radx Xenon-Kow transfers high specific activity gas to a clinically useful dose—either gas or gas/saline solution. For ventilation studies $^{133}$Xe gas can be transferred directly to the Radx Ventil-Con.

The Ventil-Con console dispenses controlled gas to the patient for pulmonary investigations. A system designed for the convenience of the technologist, the physician and the patient.

Call RADX or write for complete literature.
Here's another...

The Wien Total T4-\(^{125}\) R.I.A. Test Set
Coefficient of variation less than 10\%.

Rabbits are not alone in their renown for predictable, consistent reproduction.

Thyroxine determinations by radioimmunoassay can now be performed with a procedure that yields highly reproducible results after assay. The Wien T4-\(^{125}\) Test Set utilizes this time-saving procedure to produce definitive assay results with less than a 10\% coefficient of variation. The procedure is recognized as being "rapid, sensitive (only 25 \(\mu\)l of serum required), and reproducible."

This is a T4 R.I.A. procedure that accrues real savings in both time and budgetary outlay. Fewer procedural steps permit completion of the assays in two hours or less; yet the cost per patient test is less than 78\c.

Rabbits are used as the only source of the unique, highly specific Wien T4 antibody. The antibody is produced in rabbits in response to injections of T4-albumin conjugate. The excellent specificity of the Wien T4 antibody is a key factor in the reproducibility of T4 results.

To obtain "one of the world's greatest reproducers" in T4 R.I.A., specify Wien.

All shipments made within 72 hours of receipt of order.
For complete technical information, or to place orders, call: (201) 584-7019

Here's one of the world's greatest reproducers.

Or write to:
Wien Laboratories, Inc.
P.O. Box 227, Succasunna, New Jersey 07876
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SCANS SHOULD BE SEEN — NOT BLURRED
A superior bone imaging agent because:

- It is a consistent product
- It clears the bloodstream fast
- It gives high bone-to-tissue ratios
- It very seldom produces liver visualization
- It provides for a variable dose-to-scan time
- It gives high initial tagging efficiencies
- It is stable both in-vitro and in-vivo

Radioactivity. Diphosphonate might be regarded as the agent of choice because of its low concentration in the soft tissue. Pyrophosphate appeared to be most favorable agent considering ease of preparation, reproducibility, and quality of scan.” (1) (Italics added.)

“While the physical properties of $^{18}$F are poor, the biological properties are still superior for bone imaging. The biological properties of polyphosphate made from this kit are significantly worse than the pyrophosphate or EHDP prepared from kits. The latter two are more similar to $^{18}$F in blood clearance and soft-tissue uptake.” (2)

‘In summary, $^{18}$F seems to be the best radiopharmaceutical for bone scanning. Technetium-labeled pyrophosphate gives better results than polyphosphate of higher molecular weight, and the availability of these two compounds makes bone scanning easier.” (3)

The TechneScan PYP reaction vial contains all of the non-radioactive agents required to prepare a sterile, non-pyrogenic solution of Technetium Tc 99m Stannous Pyrophosphate (TechneScan PYP Tc 99m) for intravenous injection. Each 10-milliliter reaction vial contains a total of 15.4 milligrams of stannous pyrophosphate in the lyophilized state in a nitrogen gas atmosphere. The pH of the solution is adjusted with hydrochloric acid prior to lyophilization.

**INDICATIONS**

TechneScan PYP Tc 99m is a skeletal imaging agent used to demonstrate areas of altered osteogenesis.

**CONTRAINDICATIONS**

None.

**WARNINGS**

This radiopharmaceutical should not be administered to patients who are pregnant or lactating unless the information to be gained outweighs the potential hazards.

Ideally, examinations using radiopharmaceuticals, especially those electively in nature, of a woman of childbearing capability should be performed during the first few (approximately 10) days following the onset of menses.

Radiopharmaceuticals should be used only by physicians who are qualified by specific training in the safe use and handling of radionuclides produced by nuclear reactor or particle accelerator and whose experience and training have been approved by the appropriate government agency authorized to license the use of radionuclides.

The TechneScan PYP Kit must be maintained at refrigerator temperature until use.

The contents of the TechneScan PYP reaction vial are intended only for use in the preparation of Technetium Tc 99m Stannous Pyrophosphate and are not to be directly administered to the patient.

Sodium pertechnetate Tc-99m solutions containing an oxidizing agent are not suitable for use with the TechneScan PYP Kit.

The contents of the kit are not radioactive. However, after the sodium pertechnetate Tc-99m is added, adequate shielding of the final preparation must be maintained.

The TechneScan PYP Tc 99m should not be used more than six hours after preparation.

**PRECAUTIONS**

Both prior to and following TechneScan PYP Tc 99m administration, patients should be encouraged to drink fluids. Patients should void as often as possible after the TechneScan PYP Tc 99m injection to minimize background interference from accumulation in the bladder and unnecessary exposure to radiation. As in the use of any other radioactive material, care should be taken to assure minimum radiation exposure to the patient, consistent with proper patient management, and to assure minimum radiation exposure to occupational workers.

**ADVERSE REACTIONS**

None.

**DOSEAGE AND ADMINISTRATION**

The recommended adult dose of TechneScan PYP Tc 99m is 5 to 15 millicuries (1 to 14 milligrams of stannous pyrophosphate).
Packard introduced the world's first Tri-Carb Spectrometer System over twenty years ago. And ever since, we've been continually refining such systems to better meet the continually expanding needs of liquid scintillation counting.

Take our 2425 and 2450 Tri-Carbs for example. When they were introduced, both systems represented a major advance in liquid scintillation counting by offering unequaled total-system precision and performance...along with the unique, unmatched operating simplicity and convenience of SERVO-TRAY^sample handling (each individual 50-vial tray can be used and programmed for a separate assay by as many as 9 individual users).

Now, we've done it again. The current versions of the 2425 and 2450 may look unchanged on the outside, but they incorporate a series of development advances on the inside which give these second generation systems even better performance characteristics than their "state of the art" predecessors. Again, Packard leads the way in liquid scintillation counting.
Increase the resolution of your gamma camera and ultrasound scanner by correcting organ motion effects without attaching anything to the patient or increasing the study time.

Opti-Imager electronically tracks and corrects organ motion effects. The centroid position of the organ is electronically determined and the x- and y-coordinate signals of the gamma camera or ultrasound scanner are corrected to bring the image displayed on the photographic scope back to the centroid position. Thus, even though the organ moves, the image on the display scope is held stationary.

Since Opti-Imager does not gate the display scope, all the available information is corrected and displayed. The time required to obtain a statistically good image is the same as for an uncorrected scintigram. Opti-Imager is a fully automatic system that operates without attaching any sensors to the patient and requires no calibration from patient to patient.

MATRIX INSTRUMENTS
2 Penn Plaza
New York, New York 10001
(212) 946-5227
New
600-Sample Capacity
Controlled-Temperature
Auto-Gamma® System

- Evolutionary anti-jam sample elevator
- Unmatched simplicity of sample handling—no special carriers, caps or cups required

- Mix and match—accommodates samples up to 16.7 mm diameter
- Unique daytime/nighttime assay group operation
- Radioassay Ratio Display (B/T . . . B/Bo . . . %T₃)
- Automatic NSB subtraction of RIA output
- Automatic ¹²⁵I / ¹³¹I isotope spillover correction
- Constant temperature for stabilized counting

The better one. Packard's modularly expandable 600-Sample, Controlled-Temperature Auto-Gamma System. (The performance, precision and features you want.)

Write for complete information.
Request Bulletin No. 1203
Pipette, incubate, centrifuge, count and never touch a tube!

The 1008 sample Searle Analytic Radioassay System.

Searle Analytic (formerly Nuclear-Chicago) revolutionizes sample handling with its 1285 Automatic Gamma Counter, designed specifically for RIA Radioassay.

Batch Processing Reduces Labor
Searle Analytic's patented programmable tray system lets you pipette, incubate, centrifuge, decant and count without touching a test tube. Color coded samples are never handled or removed from tray until you throw them away. Less prep time, less mess, less chance for error.

Four Times Faster
Searle Analytic's patented detector counts 3 tubes at once and changes samples faster. You'll count 100 morphine tests in triplicate in 20 minutes compared to 1¼ hours with a conventional counter. A full load of 1008 samples takes only about 3 hours and 10 minutes in the 1285... the equivalent of a conventional counter working for over 12 hours!

Reduced Computation Time
The 1285 with its programmable tray automatically senses RIA protocol, subtracts background, corrects for nonspecific binding, averages duplicate and triplicate samples, calculates unknown as % of standard, and sorts results into low, medium and high areas you determine. The PDS/3 data system, when linked to the 1285, plots optimum standard curve and provides dose levels in absolute units.

The Searle Analytic 1285 Radioassay System is backed by the world's largest team of nuclear instrument service men. Searle Analytic (formerly Nuclear-Chicago) is the world's most experienced manufacturer of automatic gamma counting equipment, with more systems in use than any other manufacturer.

Find out more by writing for our free brochure or contacting your nearest Searle Analytic sales engineer.

Test tubes to answers
How about a physical checkup for your camera?

It's a simple matter with our flood source, and you'll know immediately if unbalanced photo-multipliers are interfering with diagnoses.

The flood source (1mCi, 57Co) is a solid, light, flat disk 13.5" in diameter, precision made to provide uniform radiation over the entire surface (±5% or better). No liquids to mix, spill, or dispose of, and the camera collimator can remain in place. The checkup is so simple it can (and should) be performed daily.

New England Nuclear has years of experience and numerous products in the field of nuclear instrumentation calibration. Let us send you further information.

New England Nuclear
Radiopharmaceutical Division
Atomlight Place, North Billerica, Mass. 01862
Telephone (617) 667-9531

Canada: NEN Canada Ltd., Dorval, Quebec, H9P-1B3.
Tel: (514) 636-4971, Telex: 05-821806

Europe: NEN Chemicals GmbH, D6072 Dreieichenhain,
Siemensstrasse 1, W. Germany, Tel: Langen (06103) 85035
WE’LL EVEN LET YOU TRY IT!

Our 70 mm Camera with automatic scaler controlled film advance and data chamber offers all you need in a 70 mm Camera at minimum cost.

☆ Mounts directly on the Oscilloscope bezel without external support.

☆ Simple to operate, swing-away, lift-off hinge allows direct access to lens and shutter.

☆ Direct viewing of the Scope through binocular viewing port.

☆ Automatic write-in card type data chamber automatically records data on each frame.

☆ Over 500 film exposures per roll; easily removable film magazine.

☆ With ½ second pull down time.

☆ Fast 75 mm f/1.9 Oscillo Raptar lens, peaked for P11 type phosphor and field flatness corrected for low distortion.

$1,895.

CALL COLLECT ANYTIME
(714) 687-1654
Roche announces a significant contribution to the management and diagnosis of cancer

CEA-ROCHE Carcinoembryonic Antigen assay
In 1974 the estimated incidence of new internal cancer cases in the United States will reach approximately 655,000 persons. Moreover, within this year 355,000 Americans will die of malignancy, a large portion of which is potentially curable.\(^1\) Survival trends are inversely related to the extent of the disease—the less involvement, the better the chances of therapeutic success.\(^1,2\)

This problem of detecting cancer has long absorbed researchers. Now, ten years after the basic investigations were begun, the blending of the sciences of immunology and radiochemistry has resulted in…

**CEA-ROCHE\(^*\)**

**Carcinoembryonic Antigen assay**

A new *in vitro* test to aid in the management and diagnosis of cancer

---

**the discovery of carcinoembryonic antigen**

The term carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) was first used in 1965 by Gold and Freedman of the Montreal General Hospital to describe a glycoprotein which is a constituent of the glycocalyx of embryonic entodermal epithelium; it is also present in extracts of carcinoma cells.\(^3,6\)

The embryonic gene responsible for CEA synthesis is expressed by many carcinoma cells; however, preliminary experiments suggest that the amount of CEA in different carcinomas varies, indicating gene expression is not an all-or-none phenomenon.\(^2,8\)

As the carcinoma disrupts the normal tissue architecture, cells penetrate the underlying tissue, and glycocalyx components including CEA enter the vascular system.

---

**Diagrammatic representation of microscopic section of fetal colon. CEA is present in glycocalyx which faces lumen of colon.**

---

**a long-term commitment to cancer research**

Roche has long had a serious commitment to cancer research which has resulted in the development of such important chemotherapeutic agents as Fluorouracil (5-fluorouracil), FUDR (fluorouracil), Efudex\(^\text{®} \text{(fluorouracil)}\) and Matulane\(^\text{®} \text{(procarbazine HCl)}\).

Working in conjunction with the original Canadian researchers and with investigators at over 100 leading medical centers and research institutions throughout the United States, England and Canada, Roche Research has adapted, refined and evaluated this test for carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) found in a variety of cancerous and noncancerous states.

CEA-ROCHE, a radioimmunoassay, employs the Hansen Z-gel method which is capable of detecting and measuring plasma levels of CEA in the nanogram (one billionth of a gram) range. The sensitivity of the assay has been shown to be 0.5 ng/ml of CEA.\(^9\)
Using the CEA-ROCHE assay, elevated CEA titers have been detected in carcinomas of entodermal and nonentodermal origin; in noncarcinomatous malignancies; in such nonmalignant diseases as emphysema, inflammatory bowel disease and colorectal polyps; and in some healthy individuals, particularly chronic smokers. The following data were derived from these studies.\(^1\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>CEA Titer Ranges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy Subjects Nonsmokers</td>
<td>892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former smokers</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smokers</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal Carcinoma</td>
<td>544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary Carcinoma</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancreatic Carcinoma</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastric Carcinoma</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast Carcinoma</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Carcinoma</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncarcinoma Malignancy</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmalignant Disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benign Breast Disease</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal Polyps</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholecystitis</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholic Cirrhosis</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Ulcerative Colitis</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary Emphysema</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CEA-ROCHE as an aid in the management of cancer

When used in conjunction with other tests in the diagnostic armamentarium, this highly sensitive and quantitative radioimmunoassay has been shown to be useful as an aid in the management of the cancer patient

• by monitoring the effects of surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy,
• by providing a basis for re-evaluating therapy,
• by determining the probable presence of metastatic disease,
• by providing an early indication of the recurrence or progression of malignant disease.

Decreases in CEA titers were reported to be associated with effective therapy.\(^{12-17}\) Serial determinations of CEA proved to be of value in assessing the condition of the patient during therapy.\(^{13-16,18}\)

Persistent increases in titer were associated with a lack of response to therapy or a recurrence of disease; in some cases, the titer rise preceded clinical signs by as much as three months.\(^{19,20}\) Except for primary pancreatic and colorectal carcinoma, titers above 20 ng/ml were, with very rare exceptions, associated with the presence of metastatic disease.\(^{20}\) However, metastatic disease may also occur when the CEA titer is below 20 ng/ml.

CEA-ROCHE as an aid in the diagnosis of cancer

The CEA-ROCHE assay has also been shown to be of value as an aid in cancer diagnosis. When used as an adjunct to other tests and procedures, the CEA-ROCHE assay has proven to be most useful

• in patients with signs, symptoms and clinical history suggestive of a diagnosis of cancer,
• in patients with such diseases as ulcerative colitis, pulmonary emphysema, alcoholic cirrhosis and gastric and duodenal ulcers in which the risk of developing cancer is greater than in the corresponding normal population.

These nonmalignant inflammatory diseases in their active state may give rise to CEA titers above 2.5 ng/ml. These titers usually drop below 2.5 ng/ml when these diseases are in remission.\(^{17,20,22}\)

In a special study of 883 patients, cigarette smoking with titer elevations were associated with atypical sputum cytology.\(^{23}\) Decreases in CEA titer often occurred within 30 to 60 days after cessation of smoking.

It must be stressed that test results and data arrived at using the CEA-ROCHE assay cannot be compared with results obtained by any other method or reagents.

limitations of CEA-ROCHE

CEA-ROCHE is not recommended as a screen to detect cancer. CEA titers are not an absolute test for malignancy, nor for a specific type of malignancy. In the management and diagnosis of the patient suspected or known to have cancer, all other tests and procedures must continue to be given emphasis. CEA titers less than 2.5 ng/ml are not proof of the absence of malignant disease.
representative case history of patient being treated for malignancy without known metastases

A 42-year-old woman presented with a squamous-cell anal carcinoma. CEA-ROCHE level at time of surgery was 0.6 ng/ml. CEA titer rose to 12.6 ng/ml 10 days later and was still 9.8 ng/ml 20 days after surgery. Upon discharge three months later CEA level was 4.1 ng/ml and there was no clinical evidence of disease. Six weeks later titer had risen to 8.8 ng/ml and then to 9.3 ng/ml after another 30 days without any clinical sign of disease. Patient was hospitalized three months later and biopsy was positive for recurrence of cancer. In spite of initial low CEA value preoperatively, titer levels accurately reflected patient’s condition and gave evidence of recurrence some 4 months prior to clinical signs.

representative case history of patient being treated for malignancy with metastases

Chemotherapy was initiated in a 37-year-old man presenting with synovial sarcoma and metastases to the lungs. The first CEA-ROCHE titer was performed three months later. Titer level was 6.2 ng/ml. In six weeks CEA titer dropped to 3.0 ng/ml and a 50% reduction of tumor in the right upper lobe of the lung was noted. One month later titer rose to 4.6 ng/ml and there was a reappearance of a left upper lung lesion.

Chemotherapy was reinstituted and assays run at 2, 3, 5, 12 and 20 weeks. There was no change in radiologic appearance of metastases. Patient gained weight and worked regularly. The CEA titers during this period were 3.8, 0.0, 0.5, 0.0 and 4.6 ng/ml respectively. One and one-half weeks later, CEA titer rose to 10.0 ng/ml and a review of x-ray films revealed appearance of new lesions.

The above representative case histories, using actual CEA-ROCHE titer readings and timing of assays, illustrate the correlation of results with published clinical studies.
CEA-ROCHE
Carcinoembryonic Antigen assay
A significant contribution to the management and diagnosis of cancer

availability of CEA-ROCHE

The CEA-ROCHE assay may be obtained through your hospital, institutional and private clinical laboratory obtaining the necessary reagents and procedure in a kit developed by Roche Diagnostics or as a direct reference service of Roche Clinical Laboratories, Inc.

And, as with all our pharmaceutical agents, this assay may be obtained for your patients who are unable to afford it through the Roche Indigent Patient Program.

comprehensive information available

Because of the clinical significance of CEA-ROCHE and the critical area of medicine involved, a comprehensive Clinical Monograph containing in-depth information on the nature of the assay, its applications and interpretation as well as an extensive summary of the collaborative study has been prepared.

It is recommended that this brochure be consulted before ordering or interpreting the CEA assay. You may obtain a copy by completing and returning the coupon below.

references

1. American Cancer Society: 1974 Cancer Facts and Figures
7. Go VLW: Data on file, Hoffmann-La Roche Inc, Nutley NJ
9. See Package Insert or Physicians' Desk Reference for complete product information
11. Third Conference, Carcinoembryonic Antigen (CEA) Test Collaborative Study, Hoffmann-La Roche Inc, Nutley NJ, April 21, 1973
20. Data available on request from Hoffmann-La Roche Inc, Nutley NJ

☐ Please send me the CEA ROCHE Clinical Monograph, an in-depth brochure on this test.
☐ I would like ________ (name of hospital or private clinical laboratory) to perform CEA-ROCHE testing.
☐ I would like Roche Clinical Laboratories, Inc. to perform CEA-ROCHE testing in my practice. Please send me information in this regard.

Dr. __________________________
Address ________________________________

Please return to Roche, P.O. Box 282, Nutley, N. J. 07110

Roche Clinical Laboratories, Inc.
Five Johnson Drive
Raritan, New Jersey 08869
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X-133 SPIROMETER

...a Spirometer designed specifically for collecting and dispensing radioactive gases used in pulmonary studies!
Operator safety, extraneous radiation recording, and ease of admitting Xenon are just a few of the problems and considerations when Xenon pulmonary studies are contemplated.

Collins offers a Spirometer designed totally and specifically for the use of Xenon or other radioactive gases in pulmonary function studies. Single Breath ventilation, perfusion, and Steady State ventilation studies are easily and accurately performed on the X-133 Spirometer. Need more information? Write to Warren E. Collins, Inc.
220 Wood Road, Braintree, Mass. 02184.

A combination of important safety and operational features make the X-133 Spirometer unique in its field:
- Lead shielding to withstand low levels of radioactivity.
- Less than 0.2 mC/minute at a distance of 5 cm. with a 2.0 mC/Liter concentration.
- Petcock for admitting radioactive gas by syringe.
- Motor blower for complete mixing.
- Solenoid operated valve for safety and ease of operation.
- Permits patient and spirometer flushing.
- Safety alarm signals upper limit of spirometer bell.
- Easy to clean and sanitize.
- Optional digital display volume readout.
- Foot controls for both solenoid operated valve and kymograph operation.
- 5 liter capacity spirometer.
- Internally coiled for minimum gas requirements.
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| Medi-Physics, Inc. Emeryville, Calif. | IFC, 1A, 731 |
| Medix, Inc. Palatine, Ill. | 43A |
| Micromedic Diagnostics, Inc. Fort Collins, Colo. | 27A |
| New England Nuclear Boston, Mass. | 4A, 38A, 47A, 75A |
| Ohio-Nuclear, Inc. Salon, Ohio | 46A, 63A |
| OmniMedical Services, Inc. Paramount, Calif. | 58A |
| Oxford Laboratories Foster City, Calif. | 19A |
| Packard Instruments Co. Downers Grove, Ill. | 71A, 73A |
| Picker Corp. Mentor, Ohio | 54A, 55A |
| Proctor & Gamble Cincinnati, Ohio | 20A, 21A, 22A |
| Radx Corp. Houston, Tex. | 29A, 65A |
| Raytheon Co. Burlington, Mass. | 2A |
| Riverside Bio-Engineering Riverside, Calif. | 18A, 76A |
| Roche Diagnostics Nutley, N.J. | 77A, 78A, 79A, 80A, 81A, 82A |
| Searle Analytic, Inc. Des Plaines, Ill. | 74A |
| SNM Placement New York, N.Y. | 60A, 62A, 64A, 66A |
| E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc. Princeton, N.J. | 48A, 49A |
| Teledyne Isotopes Westwood, N.J. | 10A, 11A, 59A |
| Toshiba International Corp. Wheeling, Ill. | 6A |
| Wien Labs., Inc. Succasunna, N.J. | 67A |
Meet your lab's needs for quick, accurate, automatic gamma counting . . . with the Auto-LOGIC™ 100 or Auto-LOGIC™ 50—Abbott's new automatic sample changers.

Maximize lab throughput with the Auto-LOGICS: two or more Auto-LOGICs can count at least twice as many samples in a given time as a single high-capacity changer. Scheduling can be easier too . . . use one Auto-LOGIC in the Thyroid Test area, another for Hepatitis B Antigen RIA's and a third for CEA studies.

Avoid costly, time-consuming delays: when a single high-capacity counting system goes down, lab work output comes to a stop—not with multiple Auto-LOGICs . . . the workload can be distributed among the other systems to ensure continuous production.

Multiple Time-Saving Features

Automatic Auto-LOGIC Sample Changers offer these advanced features:

- 4.5-second cycle time (5.5 seconds at 50 Hz line frequency)
- printout of each sample number, plus corresponding time or counts
- automatic low-count sample rejection to prevent long-term counting of empty sample tubes (in preset count mode)
- choice of isotope selection switch or operator-adjusted energy window, threshold and gain controls
- availability of integrated manual well back-up
- audible jam signal to alert operator and avoid accidental delays in lab work schedule

Auto-LOGIC options include:

- dual isotope counting
- single or dual channel teletype
- binary-coded sample cap reader/identification
- count comparison

Meet your gamma counting needs with compact, fast, time-saving automatic sample changers . . . the Auto-LOGIC approach and performance make good sense.

Abbott Laboratories
Diagnostics Division
North Chicago, IL 60064

Auto-LOGIC . . . from Abbott
For further information, call toll free: 800/323-9100
In Alaska, Hawaii and Illinois (excluding Metropolitan Chicago) call collect: 312/688-6161
In Metropolitan Chicago, call toll free: 743-1101

Note to current owners of Logics: The Auto-LOGIC 50 and Auto-LOGIC 100 Sample Changer mechanisms are fully compatible with your Logic Models 101, 111 or 121, after these units have been modified by Abbott. Please ask your Abbott Diagnostics Representative for specifics.
Nuclear medicine is predominantly a visual discipline. Static imaging represents 50-70% of the daily patient workload. Baird-Atomic, recognizing this need, offers in its SYSTEM SEVENTY not only the best static resolution available today, but also the most versatile in image presentation, viz., digital color, black-and-white Polaroid, 70mm, 35mm, and multi-imaging on X-ray film.

In the past, the difficulty of rapid data analyses of quantitative dynamic function studies has inhibited their growth. However, nuclear medicine is developing, and quantitative brain, kidney, and heart dynamics are becoming a valued part of the nuclear diagnostic work-up. Hence, the need for a camera which can
deliver these fast analyses and grow with your department, whichever direction it takes.

Baird-Atomic, with its computerized camera, allows dynamic function studies to be produced routinely . . . another plus factor added to your diagnostic procedures.

SYSTEM SEVENTY is, indeed, the camera which supplies both capabilities and is "the camera for all reasons."

Cerebral blood flow study demonstrating delayed perfusion in the right hemisphere.

Quantitative brain dynamic showing 30% decreased perfusion on right side.

Curves produced in less than 30 seconds after conclusion of patient study.
A new Multi Imager that produces up to 80 images on a single film.
It's taken us some time but at last we can offer Pho/Gamma users a display system that puts it all together. Gone is the expensive and tediously inaccurate pulling of Polaroids. Gone is the unreliable and complicated 35 or 70 mm mechanical transport system.
The new Micro Dot Imager electronically minifies and manipulates the images across the CRT screen and displays them on a choice of three different conventionally sized X-ray films... handled and processed with conventional techniques.
In addition the new Micro Dot Imager provides the following exclusive benefits.
Clinically Oriented
• Choice of either 5 x 7 or 8 x 10 X-ray film sizes as well as the competitively available 11 x 14 film size.
• Built in whole body imaging with choice of each view presented in dual intensity on the film to facilitate diagnosis or the more economical two views with single intensity.
• Highest cine sequential time per frame resolution of up to 80 frames/study.
• Organ-specific push buttons automate, standardize and speed the proper exposure settings for routinely performed studies.
Simplified Operation
• Light emitting diode (LED) display indicates system status and exposures available for format selected as well as exposures remaining on the individual film.
• Absolute exposure control insures consistent day to day and week to week exposure levels on a separate but built in high resolution, high uniformity CRT.
Economical Operation
• A variety of film sizes guarantees the lowest operational cost of any imager offered.
• System designed lightweight, low cost cassettes with future daylight unloading capability.
• Built in view-box saves space as well as steps.
And what's more, the Micro Dot Imager's inherent reliability is backed by a team of factory trained service engineers that perform on-site service for your total camera system. There is no longer any need to be concerned about system service responsibility, or here today, gone tomorrow... “pack it in the box and we'll service it at our factory” suppliers.

Searle Radiographics Inc.
Subsidiary of G. D. Searle & Co.
2000 Nuclear Drive
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018